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Abstract—Rapidly developing technology in the 21st century brings signifi-

cant change to youth education. The paradigm shift requires a change to comply 

to the model of technological knowledge century, including in sports. People with 

visual-impairment experiences movement limitations in their environment. Lim-

ited visual affects their daily activity. The 100-meter dash is one of the races 

performed by athletes with visually-impairment. Thus, the development of a de-

tector vibrating watch model which can give signals or alarm when performing 

race in the track without an assistant is needed. The use of detector vibrating 

watch could help visually-impaired athletes to directly determine their position 

and when would they arrive to finish line. This conditioning could minimalize 

the crash between athletes because each athlete could finish in their respective 

supposed track. Thus, visually-impaired athletes could achieve their maximum 

time according to their ability without hindrance during the dash. However, the 

development of detector vibrating watch had not yet being used as assisting prod-

uct in the specialized 100-meter dash for the visually-impaired. Appropriateness 

of this detector vibrating watch model for track dash required thinking from ath-

letic sport, special education, and electrical engineering experts via focus group 

discussion. The result of expert development showed that the detector watch 

model was initiated from the 100-meter dash for people with visual-impairment. 

Keywords—Model, detector vibrating watch, dash race, visual impairment. 

1 Introduction 

Visually-impaired is individuals experience disability of visual sense that disturb 

their daily activity. According to Lowenfeld, visual impairment could cause three types 

of limitation; (1) limitation on concept and experience diversity, (2) limitation in inter-

acting with environment, (3) limitation in orientation and mobility [1]. Thus, visually-

impaired often experiences movement limitation in their environment. This results in 

lack of concept understanding towards their surroundings. 

Low-vision visually-impaired commonly prefers track as athletic sport choice, as 

this type of athletic have potential to raise their individual physical independency. How-

ever, there is no strong motivation from each disable individual to perform dash if they 

have to perform it alone, both who have and have not trained physically. Habit of having 
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regular assistance causes them to keep needing assistance both for monitoring and as 

company [2].  

Based on result of interview with physical education teachers in SMPLB/SMALB A 

YPAB Surabaya, most visually-impaired students at SMPLB/SMALB could perform 

sprint without feeling afraid of falling or crashing. However, only several visually-im-

paired students had talent for sprint which could be trained intensively and prepared to 

be an athlete. In addition, visually-impaired athletes felt difficulty if they were not as-

sisted by sighted runner when run the track, whether it was 100-, 200-, or 400-meter. 

This was caused by absence of some kind of codes or alarm to signify running direction, 

whether it was straight or curve. 

Other problems occurred is due to visual hindrance, when running in straight or 

curved track. Visually-impaired struggles to know the right position of straight and 

curved track, thus sighted runner can help them. However, there is still no model sub-

stitute for sighted runner in track, both straight and curved, at 100-meter, 200-meter 

with one turn, and 400-meter with four turns for visually-impaired athletes to be able 

to run independently. In addition, during race for visually-impaired, voiced code from 

assistant can possibly hard to be heard, as it competes with signal from other runner’s 

assistants. 

Lutan, Rusli [3] explained that running is a main branch of athletic. Running is also 

favored sport branch in athletic. Because this sport is easy to be done by everyone, 

without complicated rules or special location. However, in official race, such as in track, 

special track is made around the athletic field. All race is performed in counter-clock-

wise direction, starting from start line and ending in finish line. However, in several 

number of distance running, race is performed in road. Running branch of athletic is 

divided into three number; short- (sprint), middle-, and far-distance running [4-5]. 

Mestika [2] in her study showed that short-distance dash (sprint) could be an alter-

native in physical training of visually-impaired who tends to have necessity of high 

mobility, just as normal people who need sport to maintain body and mind balance. In 

people with visual impairment, running is thought to be related to their quality of life. 

However, the realization does not run as smoothly, as people with visual impairment 

experience difficulty in learning running techniques directly. Even though they can 

learn with their other sense, however during independent implementation, they are still 

feeling afraid from risks possibly occur, such as falling or crashing. This problem re-

quires professional thinking to especially prepare running race for people with visual-

impairment. 

In the adaptive standard method of sprint dash for visually-impaired, they train with 

sighted runner as medium partner and clapping voice signal from finish line as the end 

of running direction. This execution has been used for parallel running for visually-

impaired athletes partnering with sighted runner. Visually-impaired athlete run as they 

hang onto a rope connected to their running partner, or hand in hand with their partner. 

During running, intersection of visually-impaired runners can be avoided by sighted 

partner by putting up their bodies, so their disable partners can run in the right direction. 

On each step, sighted runners also ensure their disable partners of their right position 

by whispering it to them. Sighted partners informed the visually-impaired athletes 

whether they are in the right track and face the right direction. 
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The other side of sprint dash for athletes with visual impairment does not differ. The 

use of voiced signal for start is conducted by 1st official. In addition, other officials also 

perform voiced signal from sideline of track. However, body control of visually-im-

paired athletes are not as controlled as when running with partner, as their disability 

cause position change. This naturally affects their speed. 

With the current development of information and communication technology, a vis-

ually-impaired athlete should be able to be independent in running sports without as-

sistant during race. Other consideration required to help visually-impaired athletes in 

running sport are including train orientation and mobility skills in track and develop 

running sport mediums to give image about track for visually-impaired students. Instru-

ments or mediums can be used to help visually-impaired students in running. One of 

them was detector vibrating watch for visually-impaired athletes in running curved 

track. 

The development of detector medium as learning technology is designed and utilized 

to help learning process. Seels, Barbara & Richey [6] stated that learning technology in 

developmental design is used for management and evaluation of learning process and 

source. Development of detector medium as part of information and communication 

technology, is designed and to assist visually-impaired students to be running athletes 

during running sport learning. 

Detector is an instrument for detecting human movement using Passive Infrared 

Receiver (PIR) sensor and Arduiono [7]. PIR is a sensor based on infrared that could 

respond to change of infrared ray released by human body. Thus, PIR sensor would not 

release output when sensor was faced with heated objects which release 8-14 µm infra-

red ray or still objects. Infrared ray released by human body able to be detected by 

sensor had wavelength at 9-10 µm. 

The use of Arduino has main advantage of not requiring programmer chip as it has 

built-in bootloader that handle upload program from computer with USB communica-

tion port, thus laptop user without port serial/RS323 can use it [8]. In addition, it also 

has ready-use module (Shield) that can be connected to arduino board, such as GPS 

shield and Ethemet. 

A movement detector is often integrated to automatically performed certain task or 

warning of certain movement in a location [8]. In this case, running detector is a detec-

tor instrument modified to detect the movement of visually-impaired runner. The main 

purpose is to detect movement of runner when athlete approaching curved track and 

passing the detector. Detector can give signal in voice or vibrating alarm when athletes 

approaching curved track. With intensive exercise, athletes can easily estimate how 

many steps to turn according the track. 

Mestika [2] in her finding explained that in doing sport activity, it had become a 

habit for visually-impaired athlete to be dependent to sighted guide, thus adaptive sport 

system is needed to be designed, which is by functioned sighted guide as assistant in 

every visually-impaired sport. In running athletic, visually-impaired athletes face chal-

lenge without sighted assistant. Applying technology as running assistance tools can 

ease athlete assistants and disable athletes themselves. When implemented in visually-

impaired sport, sensor work in detector medium can cover as sight assistance for visu-

ally-impaired athletes. 
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Based on the problem explained, a vibrating watch model was felt needed to be de-

veloped to give code or alarm assistance for visually-impaired athletes when running 

track without sighted guides. The use of detector put in the sideline of tracks can give 

signal to visually-impaired athletes on their location. This conditioning could minimal-

ize crash between athletes due to deviation from track line when running. Thus, visu-

ally-impaired athletes could achieve their maximum time according to their talent and 

ability without various hindrance. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Education needs and services for visually-impaired 

Legally blind is a person who has visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye 

even with correction (e.g., eyeglasses) or has a field of vision so narrow that its widest 

diameter subtends an angular distance no greater than 20 degrees [9]. Children with 

visual impairment experience disruption of sight, resulting in hindrance of achieving 

optimal study achievement, except when adjustment is performed in approaching learn-

ing experience presented, properties of materials presented, and/or learning environ-

ment [10]. Loss of sight causes these three serious limitations: 

• Variation and type of experience: Visually-impaired children acquire experience via 

factual/touch and hearing senses, while sighted children via visual sense in obtaining 

complete and detailed information, thus this factor affecting the variation and type 

of experience children obtain requires strategy and ability form them to understand 

this information. 

•  Ability to move: Sight limitation affects daily mobility greatly. This has been known 

long in many countries and developed in various condition with varying facilities, 

techniques, and styles. Visually-impaired children require independent learning in 

moving that accommodate their non-visual senses. 

•  Interacting with their environment (social and emotion): Visually-impaired children 

experience problems in interacting with their environment, as it is affected by be-

havior of parents, family, and society, which often less than accepting and cooperat-

ing. Limitation in interacting with their environment is affected by lack of sense 

stimulus and socialization with their surrounding society. 

Based on the limitation of visual impairment explained above, it can be understood 

that sight limitation affects mental (experience and cognitive variation), psychic (social 

and emotion), and physical (mobility) factors. Cognition or thinking ability of visually-

impaired is often disrupted, for example their mathematic and concept-understanding 

abilities. Visually-impaired children require variation of experience to increase their 

abilities and ease them in concept-understanding. This is caused by necessity of 

positive mental, physical, and psychic stimulus that can motivate them in learning pro-

cess. 
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Mental, physical, and psychic factors of visually-impaired disable children require 

adaptation towards condition and potential of visually-impaired. Condition and poten-

tial adaptation of visually-impaired disable can be conducted via learning approach ac-

cording to context by applying varied model, suiting to materials context given. Learn-

ing appropriated to context is assumed to be able to overcome the three limitation (men-

tal, psychic, and physical) of visually-impaired disable. Learning basis needed by vis-

ually-impaired children can be grouped as following: 

• Basis of reasoning of learning needs for visually-impaired students as in sighted, that 

they also can teach and be taught. It means that visually-impaired students can teach 

themselves like sighted students. Thus, visually-impaired can be taught by actualiz-

ing potential that we have. 

• Basis of learning need achievements for visually-impaired students, which including 

(1) basis of religion and humanity, (2) national philosophy basis, (3) positive law 

basis, (4) social economical basis signifying that visually-impaired requires educa-

tion for them to actualize potential they have to fulfill their need, and (5) national 

dignity. 

• Basis of a method to fulfill education needs. This including (1) equal rights with 

sighted children, (2) individualities, (3) based on practical skills, and (4) based on 

rational and reasonable attitude. 

Visually-impaired facing disruption in sight but will have advantages in actualizing 

their potential when they are given opportunity to participate in education for hopes in 

their future [12]. Thus, special features in provide education for visually-impaired chil-

dren should follow these principles: 

• Special features: (1) use of language in learning, (2) placement of children position 

in the class, and (3) the availability of special program. 

• Special principles: (1) scales of mental development, (2) dexterity of mobility orien-

tation, (3) performance, and (4) repetition in giving learning. 

Providing education during learning process related to its implementation directly 

affects finish academic tasks. 

2.2 Relationship of detector vibrating watch model with 100-meter dash 

running for visually-impaired  

Detector vibrating watch model is a visual example that encompass various ideas in 

a process or instrument system that can detect moving object, especially human. Move-

ment detector is often integrated as component of system that automatically perfume 

tasks or alerts certain movement user in an area. Movement detector form an important 

component of security, automatic lighting control, house control, energy efficiency, and 

other benefiting system. Visually-impaired understanding upon the model can push 

their concept understanding of running activity as independency in sport tournament. 
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Heinich, Molenda, Russell and Smaldino [13] explained that multimedia referred to 

various combination of two or more medium format integrated as information or learn-

ing program. Detector vibrating watch as multimedia equipped with controlling tools 

that is able to be operated by user during running in field. It is also equipped with sensor 

to receive signal set into sideline. The most important characteristic of this vibrating 

watch for running athletic is to help visually-impaired athletes to cross track. Thus, 

detector vibrating watch is developed by combining detector vibration audio that can 

receive signal from watch sensor. Detector vibrating watch is chosen based on consid-

eration of visually-impaired athletes as medium user. It can be used by visually-im-

paired athletes to collect audio information as substitute of sight. Information collected 

can be turned to be understanding when supported by the instruments. 

The process of planting concept understanding of detector vibrating watch for 100-

meter dash of visually-impaired athletes was started from theoretical and field review, 

equality of perception between experts, researcher, and user. Then, planning was done 

to design and collect input and recommendation from group discussion on the overview 

of athletic field. In relation, the production of detector vibrating watch is designed at 

prototype phase for 100-meter dash. The main problem of this study was; 

How is the development of detector vibrating watch product for 100-meter dash of 

visually-impaired athletes? 

3 Research Methods 

Method used to develop detector model watch for running for visually-impaired ath-

letes included development phase, data collection, and data analysis. 

3.1 Research design 

In this study, research development design was used. This study developed prototype 

using Gall, Gall and Borg model [14] research and information collecting, planning, 

and develop preliminary form of product. 

3.2 Research subject 

Subject of the current study was visually-impaired athletes in F12 classification in 

East Java area. Determination of research subject was performed using purposive 

sampling based on study aim, which was discovery and development of detector vibrat-

ing watch for F12 visually-impaired running athletes. 

3.3 Procedure 

Exploration or preliminary study:Exploration or preliminary study was performed 

to evaluate detector vibrating watch and find various factors related to running track 

that could be used by visually-impaired athletes for race or tournament. Detector vi-
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brating watch was developed as an effort to facilitate visually-impaired athletes in ath-

letic sports. The preliminary study discussed (1) analysis of detector vibrating watch 

that comfortable and safe to be used in 100-meter dash, (2) analysis of visually-im-

paired athletes needs and the availability of human resources via recruitment, and (3) 

prototype design of vibrating watch product to be used in 100-meter dash.  

Development of detector vibrating watch prototype:The development of this 

model in order to develop talent potential of visually-impaired was conducted via; (1) 

analyzing feasibility of detector watch model design, (2) planning and developing pro-

totype of detector vibrating watch representing the needs of visually-impaired.  

Trial of detector vibrating watch: In this phase, detector watch model developed 

was ready to be tried. Product trial was performed by confirming developed instrument, 

both form quality and urgency of talent developing in visually-impaired athletes.  

3.4 Data collection  

We performed data collection by means of observation, interview, and group discus-

sion. Intensive observation was conducted in schools for students with special needs 

with visually-impaired students selected in proportion based on recommendation from 

Education Department of East Java province. In addition, data was collected from doc-

umentation to recruit more accurate information related to race facilitated by regional 

and national government, up to international level. Interview was performed with con-

firmation of tournament implemented in province level. The aim of this method of data 

collection was so that data could be focused on the aim previously determined. During 

interview, we used cues previously prepared  

• Observation technique was used to collect data related to disable tournament condi-

tion, achievement of running athletes, and issues of visually-impaired athletes during 

race. 

• Interview was used to collect data on the identification of needs, characteristics of 

visually-impaired athletes, expert evaluation, and individual evaluation. 

• Interview technique was used to: (1) collect information on running athletic for 

PEPARNAS visually-impaired athletes, and (2) collect evaluation on learning me-

dium products of introduction to school environment using detector vibrating watch 

for running race from special education, running athletic, and electrical engineering 

experts. Observation, survey, and interview instruments were used to collect data on 

the needs of visually-impaired during running tournament. Instruments were ar-

ranged based on appropriate data as basic to develop detector vibrating watch for 

running tournament to evaluate the appropriateness of product prototype developed. 

Result was used as consideration to perfecting product developed. 

3.5 Data analysis 

Descriptive qualitative analysis was used to analyze review results from experts. 

This technique was conducted by grouping information from inputs, responses, critics, 

and recommendations collected during interview and focus group discussion. Result of 
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analysis was used to revise vibrating watch model product for dash for visually-im-

paired athletes. 

4 Results and Discussion 

Prototype result of detector vibrating watch for 100-meter dash in the current study 

was mainly aimed as substitution of runner guide for visually-impaired athletes. Inside 

detector vibrating watch, these tools were arranged to detect running direction; sensor 

(b), digital information receiver from server that release sound wave (c); and receiver 

(watch model) and hand band to place receiver in runner’s wrist, to receive information 

signaling that user have passed track or running lane. 

Table 1. Instruments in True Wireless Sound 

No Instruments Volume 

1 Arduino Mega 4 

2 Mp3 Module 1 

3 Push On switch 324 

4 Wire 20 Meter 

5 Speaker 2 

6 PCB 1 

7 Powerbank 1 

8 Transformartor 1 

9 AC wire 1 

Table 2. Components of Detector Vibrating Watch 

No. Component Number 

1 Microcontroller 4 

2 Battery pack Lithium Polimer 2 

3 Smartwatch with Base Wear Os 2 

4 True Wireless Sound 2 

5 Wireles Repeater 1 

Components mentioned above was used as initial model of running guide for 100-

meter dash for visually-impaired athletes. Experts consideration during Focus Group 

Discussion (FGD) in designing detector watch model was that guiding product had not 

previously applied for visually-impaired athletes. Sensor and detector used in watch 

model developed were focused to detect visually-impaired athletes put in the sideline 

of 100-meter track, with addition of true wireless sound (wireless earphone) to put the 

sensor in. Developed sensor could reach up to 10 meters onward of runner and detect 

other athletes in the front, which would send vibrating signal to detector in athletes’ 

hand. Sensor design for 100-meter dash and its application are presented below.  

a) System Design 

1. Design of field sensor and Arduino server with Wi-FI. 
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a) Field sensor design b) Server Arduino design with  

Wi-Fi. 

Fig. 1.  

2. Design of sensor component system and Wi-fi vibrating watch  

 

Fig. 2. Design of sensor component system and wi-fi vibrating watch  
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3. Layout design 

  

a) Animation rendering b) Animation rendering 2 

Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 4. Sensor Layout 
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4. Detector vibrating watch instrument for 100-meter dash  

  

Fig. 5. Detector vibrating watch 

This watch would receive information signal from server, which then would be de-

livered to user as vibration. Vibration conveyed to user that they have passed line or 

track. 

5. Instrument of 100-meter dash using True Wireless Sound (wireless earphone) 

  

Fig. 6. True Wireless Sound 

Watch model prototype was produced based on preliminary study and information 

collection both theoretical review and field study, initial planning and design based on 

environmental condition of visually-impaired athletes. As quality of orientation and 

mobility of visually-impaired is limited, this product can affect them in familiarizing 

with their surroundings. When visually-impaired experience disruption in understand-

ing concept and surroundings, then in consequence, their orientation and mobility will 

also be disrupted, not excluding in Physical and Sport Education in Athletic theme. 

Tendencies occurred in visually-impaired is that they become passive in moving due to 

fear of crashing when running.  

Lowenfeld emphasized that visual impairment causes three types of limitation: (1) 

limited concept and diversity of experience, (2) limited interaction with their surround-

ings, (3) limited orientation and mobility [1]. Thus, the development of detector vibrat-

ing watch for 100-meter dash for visually-impaired athletes was a solution to plant un-

derstanding of athletic sport by using detector instrument assistance to substitute runner 

guide. The development of this prototype referred to Gall, Gall and Borg developmental 
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model [14] consisting of three steps; (1) research and information collecting, (2) 

planning, and (3) developing preliminary form of product. Suitability of this model was 

chosen to perform innovation for dash race. Developmental process of prototype watch 

product for dash was supported by theory from Smaldino, Sharon & Russell, James 

[15]; developed product was not only in the form of learning medium, but also proce-

dure, instruments, and learning process. Below are indicators showing that detector vi-

brating watch model is suitable for 100-meter dash for visually-impaired, thus in accord 

with IPC (International Paralympic Committee) Athletic Rules and PASI regulation. 

• Research and Information Collecting was performed via fact discovery that visually-

impaired athletes often experience crashes and deviate from their right track when 

running in straight line. In addition, weak concept of direction and distance is also a 

hindrance for visually-impaired.  

• Planning is the initial step of designing prototype product of detector vibrating watch 

for dash. Planning is initiated with the determination of track distance in accord to 

disability type and classification of T11 and T12. The guideline of prototype produc-

tion for sprint was according to athletic experts, athletic practitioners, electrical en-

gineering experts, and special need experts on visually-impaired. Consideration for 

this prototype was that running athletic had yet to use electronical-based assistance.  

• Developing preliminary form of product was through these phases; (1) designing field 

sensor; (b) designing Arduino server with wi-fi; (c) determining design of sensor compo-

nent system and wi-fi detector vibrating watch; and (d) determining the design of 

sensor layout. 

Based on dari 3 phases of development procedure of Gall, Gall and Borg [14] at year 

I of study resulted in prototype watch model for track of visually-impaired as presented 

in Figure 4.  

Athletic track with assistance of vibrating watch model for 100-meter for visually-

impaired athletes had never conducted previously in achievement tournament. Thus, 

athletic running for disable athletes with T11 and T12 classification with vibrating 

watch assistance can be presented in Figure 3. This track in field can be used to conduct 

tournament for visually-impaired athletes in F12 classification using detector vibrating 

watch model.  

Urgent factors of development of detector vibrating watch were the guidelines of 

product prototype to support track for visually-impaired. This was conducted so that 

detector vibrating watch developed was in accord to characteristics and needs of visu-

ally-impaired. Development of detector vibrating watch for track for visually-impaired 

used ASSURE model based on Smaldino [15]. 

Design of detector vibrating watch model used for visually-impaired athletes for 

100-meter dash is presented in Figure 5. This watch would receive information signal 

from server which then would be translated into vibration output. Information in the 

form of vibration in the watch would be relayed when user had passed line or track. 

Then true wireless sound (Figure 6) as part of this instruments would receive digital 

information from server, which then would be relayed to user as sound wave. Infor-

mation signal accepted indicated that user had passed line or track. This was empha-

sized by Tang [16] that the utilization of technology for visually-impaired can ease 
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them in performing various activities, when user accepted that IT-based tools can be 

useful and easy to use. They also tended to have positive behavior towards new tech-

nology. This was supported by previous study that proved technology implementation 

could help potential that students had [17], including people with disabilities [18-20]. 

5 Conclusion 

Product developed in this study was detector vibrating watch equipped with true 

wireless sound for 100-meter sprint dash for visually-impaired athletes. Result of 

development showed that detector watch model could be used based on focus group 

discussion of experts. Product novelty was vibration from the watch functioning as code 

or alarm for visually-impaired when running 100-meter dash without sighted partner or 

assistant who gave voiced code from sideline. The use of detector put into 100-meter 

track could ease visually-disable athletes to directly determine their position and when 

they should turn. This conditioning could minimalize crashing between athletes as they 

could deviate from track line during dash. Implication of this result was that visually-

impaired athletes could achieve their maximum time according to their talent and ability 

without hindrance at 100-meter dash. Further study can be conducted to develop this 

model in middle- and far-distanced track. 
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